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1. Authorized Personnel
Only share patient data with

Data

authorized personnel. You must

Transfer

obtain

information

the

authorization
Patient related information,
or PHI, can be made up of a
variety of different types of
data. First, the information
has to be identifiable to a
specific individual, such as a
patient’s name or social
security number. Second, not
only can the medical
information be anything
related to medical diagnosis or
treatment, but also any
payment-related matters, such
as costs of treatment.
Below is an example of
PHI. Remember the rules of
HIPAA and how PHI is handled
does not only apply to digital
information, but any PHI in
oral or written form.

EXAMPLE PHI
Name: John A. Smith
Date of Birth: April 15,
1987
SSN: 078-05-1120
Address: 1060 W. Addison,
Chicago, IL 60613
Diagnosis: Prostrate
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A central aspect of HIPAA is the
principle of “minimum necessary”
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7. Lost or Stolen PHI
If you believe any PHI has been
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accidently lost or stolen, please
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aware of the problem, the quicker

store PHI to any unauthorized

we can react and protect the

systems.

patient data.

4. Health Care Use
Do not use PHI systems for
non-work related or unauthorized
activities, such as surfing the
web, reading personal email, or
chatting with someone online.
Activities such as these can
expose patient data to great risk.

Cancer
Treatment: Chemotherapy
Payment Due: $23,456
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